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1 Conflict as development in reverse

Civil conflicts are among the most devastating social phenomena in the modern world. They often have staggering death tolls – in Lebanon 1975–1990, for instance, about 145,000 out of the country’s population of 2.8 million were killed in battle (Lacina and Gleditsch, 2005). On top of direct battle deaths come numerous other adverse consequences, such as displacement of large populations, economic distortions and capital flight, the erosion of public health systems, and undermining of social trust. Civil war is ‘development in reverse’ (Collier et al., 2003, 13). At the same time, civil conflicts occur disproportionately often in poor countries.

This chapter reviews the literature on the relationship between civil conflict and development. First, I sketch definitions of the two concepts. I then discuss the empirical relationship between the two, and review a number of explanations of why they are associated. I then briefly visit the likely future of the conflict-development relationship, and development’s role what some observers see as a global decline in armed conflict (Gat, 2006; Pinker, 2011).

1.1 Definition of development and conflict

Development is a multi-faceted concept (Przeworski et al., 2000; Lipset, 1959; Dahl, 1971, 1–4). The literature on the relationship between conflict and development is equally multi-faceted, and considering what development is helps discussing the explanations of the relationship.

Developed societies typically have an economy predominantly based on manufacturing and service production, whereas non-developed ones derive most of its income from agriculture and other forms of natural resource extraction. Extensive manufacturing and service production necessitate deep economic diversification – various sectors of the economy specialize and exchange goods and services with each other. Associated with this widespread specialization is a population and work force that is skilled and educated – developed economies cannot function unless it can draw on extensive human capital. This skilled labor is relatively
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well paid – development, in most cases, means there is considerably less poverty and a sizeable middle class. Manufacturing, in particular, also requires easy access to financial capital, and banking is typically an important part of the service sector of a developed country. Non-developed countries, on the other hand, rely on capital in the form of land that yield agricultural produce or other natural resources.

Development is also associated with demographic changes. High education levels lead to lower fertility rates, and the absence of poverty to high life expectancy. When the demographic transition is complete, developed societies have modern demographic profiles with large amounts of elderly and a relatively small young population.

Development also requires some specific forms of political organization. Most importantly, adequate property rights protection and a legal system that protects economic actors is necessary to stimulate investments and protect the economic transactions essential to a diversified economy. Moreover, governments are required to invest in essential infrastructure such as ports, roads, and telecommunications. There is also a strong tendency that this political organization takes the form of democratic government (Lipset, 1959; Przeworski et al., 2000, 1–4).

All these aspects of development tend to go together. When the population is educated, financial capital is likely to be important, and infant mortality rates low. Some sources of income, however (in particular, oil extraction), can produce wealth and other societal changes that is less widely diffused throughout society. As the review below shows, it is the widely diffused aspects of ‘development’ which is important here, not the presence of isolated pockets of highly wealthy and developed activities.

Civil conflict is here taken to mean organized armed conflict between collective actors within a sovereign state. The Uppsala Conflict Data Program provides a precise and widely used definition of ‘armed conflict’ (Themnør and Wallensteen, 2011, 532).

An armed conflict is a contested incompatibility that concerns government and/or territory where the use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths in one calendar year.

Important aspects of this definition are the ‘contested incompatibility’ which implies that both parties have a stated political aim that motivates their fighting – governments fighting organized criminality falls outside this definition; the use of armed force which rules out non-violent conflicts even if they occasionally lead to unorganized violence; and a threshold in terms of the intensity of the use of violence – here, 25 deaths per year.

In some cases, civil conflicts do not involve the government – either because the government has ceased to function as was the case in Somalia in the late 1990s, or conflicts over territorial rights between ethnic groups such as Dinka-Nuer conflicts in South Sudan or Afar-Issa conflicts in Ethiopia. The UCDP project calls such conflicts non-state conflicts. Although non-state conflicts naturally fall within the concept of civil conflict,

\[1\] See http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/definitions/ for further details concerning this definition.
Figure 1: Deaths in internal conflicts 1965–2009 vs. poverty in 1965

Figure 1 demonstrates the strength of the relationship between development and armed conflict. It shows the log infant mortality rate (IMR) in 1965 for all countries along the x-axis, and the number of battle deaths in internal conflicts over the 1965–2009 period divided by the population in 1965 along the y-axis. The line is the average proportion killed as a smoothed function of IMR. Most conflict countries are marked with country names in the figure, whereas countries with no or very minor conflicts appear only with non-marked.
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The conflict literature has predominantly focused on armed conflicts involving the government. This is partly because good data have been available for several years through the Correlates of War project (Sarkees, 2000) or the UCDP/PRIO data (Gleditsch et al., 2002) for this type of conflict, but not for others. Reflecting the distribution of relevant studies, I will mainly focus on state-based conflicts below but also note a few patterns regarding other types of violence.

2 The development-conflict correlation

Figure 1 demonstrates the strength of the relationship between development and armed conflict. It shows the log infant mortality rate (IMR) in 1965 for all countries along the x-axis, and the number of battle deaths in internal conflicts over the 1965–2009 period divided by the population in 1965 along the y-axis. The line is the average proportion killed as a smoothed function of IMR. Most conflict countries are marked with country names in the figure, whereas countries with no or very minor conflicts appear only with non-marked.

The figure is taken from Hegre and Holtermann (forthcoming). Battle-deaths data are from Lacina and Gleditsch (2005), and IMR data from United Nations (2007).
The figure shows that conflicts have disproportionately occurred in countries that had high infant mortality rates in 1965. The main exceptions are the conflicts in Northern Ireland, in the Basque countries, the attacks in New York of 9/11 2001, and the Israel-Palestine conflict.\textsuperscript{3} The remainder of the 50 or so countries are almost all in the poorer half of the world’s countries. The figure also shows that conflicts typically were most lethal in the poorest countries.

2.1 The extent to which conflict is due to development

A string of recent studies have identified the ‘correlates’ of civil conflict by means of time-series cross-national statistical studies designed to assess the effect of variables on the risk of civil conflict onset controlling for other variables. All these studies find a strong link between development and internal conflict, measured as GDP per capita (Collier and Hoeffler, 1998; Fearon and Laitin, 2003), energy consumption per capita (Hibbs, 1973; Hegre et al., 2001), or infant mortality rates (Urdal, 2005). The pattern apparent in Figure 1 cannot simply be attributed to other factors such as political system, former colonial power, geographical location, or a pre-existing history of conflict. Hibbs (1973) and Hegre et al. (2001) indicate that the relationship between development indicators and political violence or the risk of armed conflict may be curvilinear, with the highest amount of violence in middle-income countries. At least, it seems that the difference between the poorest countries and lower-middle income countries is smaller than between lower- and upper-middle income countries.

The strong relationship between development and conflict applies to governmental conflicts as much as to territorial or secessionist ones (Buhaug, 2006). Similarly, clear negative correlations have been found between development (typically measured as GDP per capita) and the risk of military coups (Belkin and Schofer, 2003; Rod, 2012), and the risk of violence against civilians perpetrated by insurgents (Wood, 2010) as well as governments (Sundberg, 2009, 21). Harff (2003) find trade openness – at least partly an aspect of development as defined – to be associated with a lower risk of genocides among failed states.

It seems that what matters is primarily the poverty of the country as a unit. Indicators of individual-level economic inequality have not been found to have a robust association with the risk of civil conflict (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004; Hegre and Sambanis, 2006). This conclusion has recently been challenged, however. Boix (2008) find countries with a large proportion of small family farms (in contrast to large land-owner estates) have a lower risk of political violence. Moreover, studies such as Stewart (2002), Østby (2008), and Cederman, Weidmann and Gleditsch (2011) indicate that ethnic groups that are relatively disadvantaged have a higher propensity for involvement in conflict. Reflecting the group nature of conflict, group-level measures are more relevant to assess the importance of more localized patterns of violence. Possibly contradicting this conclusion, a couple of studies indicate that conflict events tend to occur in relatively centralized and well-to-do parts of conflict countries (Raleigh and Hegre, 2009; Hegre, Østby and Raleigh, 2009), but these
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studies only capture the targets of violent events, not the poverty of the perpetrators. Moreover, several studies indicate that oil dependence increases the risk of conflict controlling for GDP per capita and other factors (e.g., Fearon and Laitin, 2003). This may not be so much because oil in itself is conducive to conflict as the fact that a country that is rich due to oil may be less developed as defined above than a country with the same GDP per capita that primarily relies on labor-intensive services and manufacturing.

Most internal conflicts have taken place in countries that were poor in the 1960s. Figure 1 suggests the most lethal conflicts predominantly have occurred in the poorest countries – examples are those in Afghanistan, Cambodia, Liberia, and El Salvador, all with direct death tolls exceeding one percent of the population. There are several exceptions, however, most notably the conflicts in Lebanon, Sri Lanka, and Israel. Lacina (2006) do not identify any correlation between poverty and the number of battle deaths per capita per year. What she finds is that wars are particularly severe in non-democracies and when they last long.

2.2 How conflict affects development

The studies cited so far simply assume that variations in development is causally prior to conflict, but this is not necessarily the case. Conflicts might be development in reverse: ‘In such condition, there is no place for Industry, because the fruit thereof is uncertain’, as recognized by Hobbes (1651/1968, 186) hundreds of years ago. Several studies find a strong, adverse effect of conflict on GDP. Figure 1 plots deaths in internal conflicts for the 1965–2009 period as a function of the development level at the beginning in this period, but it is possible that conflicts before 1965 both increased the subsequent risk of conflict and undermined development.

Figure 2 illustrates how detrimental conflicts often are. The two lines show that GDP per capita for Burundi (solid line) and Burkina Faso (dashed line) were roughly similar from independence up to 1990. The bars represent the conflicts that occurred in the two countries. The narrow bars show the very minor conflict in Burkina Faso in the mid-1980s, and the wide bars the severe Burundian conflicts from 1991 and onwards. After 1990, Burkina Faso increased its growth rate along with several other African countries. Burundi, on the other hand, saw a severe depression in income during the first years of the conflict and a subsequent economic stagnation.

Burundi’s trajectory is typical. Collier (1999) and Gates et al. (2012) estimate that civil wars on average reduce GDP growth by more than 2% for each year of the war duration. Murdoch and Sandler (2002; 2004) find effects of a similar magnitude and also demonstrate that civil wars have adverse growth effects in neighboring countries. Blomberg and Hess (2002) show that recessions may increase the risk of both internal and external conflict, which in turn raise the probability of recessions. Blomberg and Hess (2006); Bayer and Rupert (2004); Long (2008) and Magee and Massoud (2011) find that political violence reduces international trade, which in turn depresses growth.

Koubi (2005) studies the effect of both inter- and intranational wars on average growth in per capita
real output. She finds that a war’s severity, measured in battle deaths, has a significant negative impact on growth. When she conducts the analysis for interstate wars only, the statistical significance disappears, indicating that the ‘association between war and economic growth is due to civil wars’ (Koubi, 2005, 76–77).

Collier (1999) also examined the differential effects of war duration. He finds that while short wars ‘cause continued post-war [GDP] decline, [...] sufficiently long wars give rise to a phase of rapid growth’ (Collier, 1999, p. 175–176), reflecting a ‘Phoenix effect’ (Organski and Kugler, 1980). Collier attributes the continued decline in GDP after short wars to post-war environments being less capital-friendly than before the war. Indeed, capital flight is a big problem in post-conflict economies (Davies, 2008). Koubi (2005, 78) and Chen, Loayza and Reynal-Querol (2008, p. 71) corroborate Collier’s findings. After ‘the destruction from war, recovery is achieved through above average growth’ but this growth follows the pattern of ‘an inverted U, with the strongest results achieved in the fourth or fifth year after the onset of peace’ (Chen, Loayza and Reynal-Querol, 2008, p. 72, 79). Likewise, Blomberg and Hess (2002) find a strong negative effect of both external and internal conflict on growth. Flores and Nooruddin (2009) examine the special problems democracies face when trying to implement economic policy reforms in a post-conflict environment.

The economic effects of civil war also tend to spill over into neighboring countries (Buhaug and Gleditsch, 2008; Salehyan and Gleditsch, 2006). Murdoch and Sandler (2002; 2004) focus on the spillover effects from conflicts in neighboring countries and the magnified costs of being located near a more widespread set of
wars that constitute a regional conflict. Murdoch and Sandler (2002, p. 96) show that a neighboring civil war affects GDP directly and indirectly. The direct effect is from the collateral damage whereby battles close to the border destroy infrastructure and capital. The indirect effect occurs by increasing the ‘perceived risk to would-be investors and divert foreign direct investment away from neighbors at peace’. They further find that a civil war creates ‘significant negative influence on short-run growth within the country and its neighbors’ (Murdoch and Sandler, 2002, p. 106–107). In Murdoch and Sandler (2004) they argue that ‘owing to regional economic integration and regional multiplier effects’, the spillover effects may go beyond a country’s immediate neighbors. For neighbors within a radius of 800 km they find that ‘a civil war at home is associated with a decline in economic growth of 0.1648, while an additional civil war in a neighbor is associated with a decline of approximately 0.05 or about 30 % of the home-country effect’ (Murdoch and Sandler, 2004, 145). This implies that ‘a country in a region with three or more civil wars may be equally impacted as a country experiencing a civil war’ (Murdoch and Sandler, 2004, 150).

Figure 3 indicates that the adverse effects of conflict are by no means limited to the merely economic sphere.\textsuperscript{4} The figure places the countries of the world according to their infant mortality rate in 1965 along the horizontal axis and the proportional decrease in IMR over the 1965–2009 period along the vertical. Some poor

\textsuperscript{4}This figure is also taken from Hegre and Holtermann (forthcoming).
countries, such as Oman, Chile, and South Korea have experienced dramatic reductions in poverty according to this measure. The conflict histories of countries are represented by circles with area proportional to the number of battle-related deaths in percent. Several war countries have also seen considerable improvements in IMR, e.g. the countries in Central America, Algeria, and Sri Lanka. But a disproportionate number of the countries that were poor in 1965 and remain poor today have had long and destructive civil wars. Afghanistan, Somalia, Burundi, and Cambodia are evident examples.

The direct death tolls of civil wars are typically a few thousand fatalities. These deaths are nearly always accompanied with a large amount of indirect deaths. In the most comprehensive study of the health consequences of war, Iqbal (2010) shows that fertility rates increase and life expectancies decrease as a result of conflict. Gates et al. (2012) demonstrate that conflict increases undernourishment, infant mortality rates, and access to safe water, in addition to depressing income. Lai and Thyne (2007) find civil wars to reduce educational expenditures, and by an amount sufficiently large to reduce enrollment in all educational levels. Ghobarah, Huth and Russett (2003) show that the adverse health effects linger on for several years after the conflict has ended. Both Plümper and Neumayer (2006) and Ghobarah, Huth and Russett (2003) report that the health consequences of conflict are more severe for women than for men, despite that fewer women are killed directly in battle.

3 Explanatory mechanisms

3.1 Why conflict reduces development

Collier (1999) classifies the routes through which conflict reduces development into destruction, disruption, diversion, and dis-saving. War actions destroy production and health facilities, war-related deaths and maiming reduces the workforce, destruction of roads hinders economic exchange and increase transportation costs. Disruption occurs through the insecurity created by violence and a general breakdown of the social order, as well as the effect of large population groups that flee their homes and thereby their jobs. Particularly devastating for public health is the increased difficulty of obtaining safe drinking water in conflict zones (Gates et al., 2012). In many instances, large refugee populations are exposed to epidemic diseases through crowding, bad water, poor sanitation, and malnourishment (Ghobarah, Huth and Russett, 2003, 192).

Civil wars lead to massive diversion of public funds. Increased military spending shifts public resources from expenditures that promote growth and public health (Ghobarah, Huth and Russett, 2003, 192). Finally, war economies suffer from dis-saving and massive capital flight. The effects on capital is due to the destruction of infrastructure as well as the increases in transaction costs. ‘The ability to enforce contracts is reduced as the institutions of civil society is weakened, trust declines, time horizons shorten due to uncertainty, and opportunism becomes more profitable’ (Collier, 1999, 178). In a study of the national accounts of Uganda 1971–1986, he shows that arable subsistence agriculture, a relatively war-invulnerable sector, increased from 20.5 to 36% of GDP, and that war-vulnerable sectors (construction, transport, distribution, finance, manu-
facturing) decreased from 42.5 to 24%. In an analysis focusing specifically on capital flight, Davies (2008) shows that capital flight is high in conflict and post-conflict countries, in particular in combination with high inflation.

Armed conflict also adversely affects the structure of the economy. Since land-specific capital such as agriculture and other primary commodity extraction is less mobile, the flight of mobile capital means that conflict transforms economies into more primary-commodity dependent economies (Collier et al., 2003, 84). The erosion of incentives to invest in the conflict country applies at all levels of the economy. Skilled labor migrates, middle-class citizens with savings move them abroad, foreign companies close down all activities if the costs of protecting investments become to high, and governments become short-sighted and opportunistic – in the terms of Olson (1993), if conflict countries were lucky enough to have a ‘stationary bandit’ before, war tends to reinstall the roving ones. The income losses due to war are typically of the kind that increases the future risk of new conflicts. Supplies of financial and human capital contract relative to land, natural resource extraction, and unskilled labor. The breakdown of government control opens up for production of illegal drugs as happened in Colombia and Afghanistan.

3.2 Why development reduces the risk of conflict

Just as armed conflict hurts economic activity and public health through several pathways, there are several mechanisms through which development reduces the risk of conflict. Internal armed conflicts, moreover, are complex processes and are likely to have a complex pattern of explanations. As discussed above, development is a multi-faceted concept, and societal changes that are theoretically distinct often occur together. Hence, scholars often disagree about the relative importance of these mechanisms. Currently, sufficiently detailed data are not available to allow cross-national studies to distinguish clearly between them.

Poverty as motivation for conflict

Poverty may itself lead to conflict. In the words of Marx and Engels (2010/1848, 34), the ends of poor workers ‘can be attained only by the forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions ... The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains’. A large gap between people’s actual ‘need satisfaction’ and what they expect can lead to frustration, a strong sense of injustice, and a revolutionary ‘mood’ (Davies, 1962). However, partly based on another Marx argument, Davies explicitly argues that ‘absolute need satisfaction’ is not what drives revolutions. What is crucial is relative satisfaction. Davies introduces the ‘J-curve’, reflecting that revolutions occur when the gap between actual and expected need satisfaction increases, either due to economic crises or to increasing inequalities. An early empirical assessments of this claim is Gurr (1968), who finds a positive correlation between social strife and economic discrimination, political discrimination, and short-term deprivation. Gurr’s ‘persisting deprivation’ measure is also positively correlated with civil strife. This to some extent captures absolute poverty such as the proportion of the population that lacks education.

Up to recently, no studies found a clear link between ‘relative deprivation’ due to within-country eco-
nomic inequality and internal armed conflict. More recent work support to a larger degree deprivation-based arguments, showing associations between conflict and specific forms of inequality (Boix, 2008; Østby, 2008; Cederman, Weidmann and Gleditsch, 2011). Consistent with this idea, most rebel groups do indeed state revolution, democratization, or poverty reduction as their goal. The relationship between poverty and rebellion is complex, however. For one thing, rebel group leaders are often from more well-to-do segments of the population. Che Guevara was a middle-class medical student, John Garang of the SPLA had a PhD in Agricultural economics, and Prachandra of the Nepalese maoist insurrection was from a Brahmin landlord family.

Foreshadowing the curvilinear relationship found by Hibbs (1973), Davies (1962, 7) adds another qualification to the idea that poverty leads to conflict. Revolutions do not occur when a society is generally impoverished. Evils ‘are endured in the extreme case because the physical and mental energies of people are totally employed in the process of merely staying alive. ... When it is a choice between losing their chains or their lives, people will mostly choose to keep their chains’.

Empirical studies such as Collier and Hoeffler (2004) and Fearon and Laitin (2003) find little relation between ‘grievance-related’ measures such as inequality, ethnic diversity, dictatorship, religious discrimination. Consequently, they argue that the explanation for the correlation between average income and risk of armed conflict must be sought outside how the absence of development affects motivation for conflict.

Opportunities for violence entrepreneurs

The lack of a clear relationship between ‘extent of grievance’ and armed conflict is likely due to the ‘rebel’s dilemma’ (Lichbach, 1995): A civil war must be fought before justice is achieved, the rebel army must be sufficiently strong to defeat the government, and must be hierarchically organized to be militarily successful. This gives rise to a collective action problem (Olson, 1965), since any potential rebel group recruit knows he or she will be better off if someone else fights to bring about the revolution – fighting is costly and the revolution is a public good.

In his account of the development-conflict relationship, Paul Collier primarily stress how aspects of development affects the feasibility of internal conflict. Partly echoing the arguments of Lichbach (1995), Collier dismisses the explanatory power of motivation for conflict. Even if the collective action problem somehow could be solved, Collier (2000) also point to a commitment problem. Since it is necessary to organize a rebel army hierarchically, a rebel leader that successfully overturns a dictator will be in a position to merely replace him upon victory, and maintain the unjust political system since it now benefits him. Being aware of this incentive, the potential recruit must be skeptical to the expected utility of revolution.

Given the problems of recruiting merely on the basis of a revolutionary agenda, Collier argues, rebel leaders have to rely on private incentives to be able to recruit. A regularly salary or ‘bonus payment’ in the form of opportunities for looting are among such incentives. This links rebellion to development since salary

---
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6 See Lichbach (1994; 1995, 228–) for a detailed and nuanced discussion of the importance of selective incentives. Relatedly,
costs for rebel groups are low where there is an abundance of poor, unemployed, young males (Lichbach, 1995, 44). Indeed, studies find conflict onset to be more frequent where populations have large ‘youth bulges’ (Urdal, 2006), and where education levels are low (Thyne, 2006), controlling for other development indicators. Several studies find economic incentives to be important. Studies using systematic data on rebel combatant backgrounds suggest that the poor tend to be over-represented among rebel as well as government forces (Arjona and Kalyvas, 2006; Humphreys and Weinstein, 2008; Viterna, 2006, 10).

Obviously, an evaluation of the financial sustainability of a rebellion must compare salary costs with the potential gain from fighting. Collier and Hoeffler (2004) list three sources of revenue that all can be linked to a relative absence of economic development. The first is to use violence to enable extraction of natural resources. In low-income countries, primary commodities are relatively important to the economy. Many primary commodities make up useful sources of finance for rebel groups. Exports of alluvial diamonds fueled and prolonged the conflicts in Sierra Leone and Angola, opium in Burma, and coca in Colombia (Fearon, 2004; Lujala, Gleditsch and Gilmore, 2005). A second source is donations from migrants. Remittances from migrant workers make up an important proportion of international capital flows of many economies – more than 5% is not uncommon (Giuliano and Ruiz-Arranz, 2005, 5). An unknown proportion of such remittances flow to rebel groups – such flows seem to have been important in Eritrea, Sri Lanka, and Kosovo. A third source is support from other governments. All of these sources of revenue are particularly promising in low-income countries where they typically are large relative to the total economy.

Poor state capacity

Hobbes (1651/1968) saw anarchy as the main explanation for war, and called for a ‘leviathan’ to keep citizens from killing each other. Gat (2006) and Pinker (2011) reviews accounts of how the emergence of early states reduced substantially the propensity for humans to kill each other. Translated into the domain of modern (although poor) states, the feasibility of rebellion obviously depends not on the absolute amount of soldiers and resources available to a rebel group, but on the resources available relative to what the government can invest in the contest. In line with Collier and Hoeffler (2004), Fearon and Laitin (2003) stress the conditions that favor insurgency. They, however, place somewhat more emphasis on the strength of the governments opposing the insurgents.

At least four aspects of state capacity are relevant, and all are partly linked to socio-economic development. The first concerns physical access to the territory of the state, the second the military capabilities of the government and the intelligence required for effective counter-insurgency activities, and the fourth the state’s ability to implement policies designed to reduce support for the opposition. The many rebel groups rely on forced recruitment, and some may recruit individuals that value violent behavior for its own sake. Opportunity costs of becoming a government soldier, are also lower, of course. However, this may be of relative advantage to the rebels, since the governments usually face less recruitment constraints due to their greater resources and opportunity to conscript soldiers (Collier, 2000).

Guerillas can operate more easily if governments have problems accessing physically parts of the territory. See Sobek (2010) and Hendrix (2010) for a discussion of state capacity in relation to civil conflict.
they govern. Both Fearon and Laitin (2003) and Collier and Hoeffler (2004) stress the importance of ‘safe havens’ – rural regions where the terrain is mountainous or forested or poorly served by roads. Development as defined above remove such havens through the development of infrastructure and migration into cities. Governments of poor countries, in particular in Africa, tend to control core areas but have weak presence in the ‘hinterlands’ (Herbst, 2000). In many countries, and particularly in those that inherited their borders from former colonial powers, the population is very unevenly distributed geographically. The Democratic Republic of Congo is a prime example, with a large population concentration in the East separated from the capital by thousands of kilometers of inaccessible jungle. Such physical-demographic features add to the challenges posed by poor governments (Herbst, 2000; Kocher, 2004; Buhaug, Gates and Lujala, 2009; Holtermann, 2012).

In addition to accessibility, governments must have sufficient military capabilities to put down rebellions. Governments of poor countries also often command relatively small armies that are lightly armed and often poorly trained and organized. States with large armies relative to their populations tend to have shorter wars if they break out (Mason and Fett, 1996; DeRouen and Sobek, 2004). Obviously, armies are also more effective the better equipped and organized they are. Relatedly, government armies faced with insurgents relying on elusive guerilla tactics depend on an ability to obtain information about who the insurgents are and where they can be attacked. In the absence of adequate information, governments are often compelled to make use of indiscriminate force against local populations. Such violence often strengthens insurgencies since young males consider themselves more safe as soldiers in the rebel army than as civilians in their home villages.

State capacity is not limited to governments’ coercive capacity, but also on their abilities to implement conflict-reducing policies. In many cases, an important component of the struggle between the government and an insurgency is a contest over the ‘hearts and minds’ of local populations. A well-organized government with adequate government budgets is able to provide basic services to populations in order to strengthen their support for the government relative to potential insurgents. Such basic services include health services, infrastructure that develop economic opportunities, and security against crime and natural disasters. Many rebel groups rely on a combination of persuasion and public-goods provision (c.f., Popkin, 1988; Viterna, 2006; Wood, 2003; Young, 1998) for eliciting part-time collaboration.

**Decreased lootability in diversified economies**

Another aspect of development is the importance of ‘lootability’. In the context of interstate conflict, Rosecrance (1986) argues that commerce is gradually replacing conquest as a means of advancing the ‘national interest’. When land is the major factor in both production and power, a territory can be seized and made profitable by means of physical force – ‘labor, capital, and information is mobile and cannot be definitely seized’ (Rosecrance, 1996, 48). Conquest used to be the major cause of interstate war since states could improve their position by building empires or invading other nations to seize territory. When mobile factors of
production – capital and labor – surpass land in importance for productive strength, land becomes relatively less valuable, and states are better off trading with other states than attempting to conquer them. According to Gat (2006, 658), ‘[r]ather than the cost of war becoming prohibitive […] it was mainly the benefits of peace that increased dramatically once the Malthusian trap was broken, tilting the overall balance between war and peace for […] industrializing and industrial societies, regardless of their regime, for which wealth acquisition ceased to be a zero-sum game.’

This development-related change has an analogy in internal conflicts. When land-based assets, such as most primary commodities, are economically dominant, states have strong incentives to use physical force to retain control, and potential insurgents have similar incentives to try to seize control over the central power or to obtain larger autonomy for a region. This argument reflects the importance placed on primary commodity exports by Collier and Hoeffler (2004) and Fearon and Laitin (2003). Several rebel economic activities require high rebel territorial control, such as taxation of natural resource production, rich landowners, or household incomes (Fearon and Laitin, 2003).

Boix (2008, 432) expands this to a much more complete explanation:

Modern political violence (particularly violence of an organized nature) occurs in states in which assets are immobile and unequally distributed. In relatively equal societies, peaceful, democratic means of solving conflict are advantageous to all parties and violence happens with little probability. In economies where wealth is either mobile or hard to tax or confiscate, sustained political violence to grab those assets does not pay off since their owners can either leave in response to the threat of confiscation or are indispensable to the optimal exploitation of assets.

Boix (2008) finds strong empirical evidence for this account. Theoretically, he builds on a related argument in the literature on democratization, where the models of Boix (2003) and Acemoglu and Robinson (2006) provide an explicit link to civil war. In both accounts, elites agree to democratization because they fear a revolution staged by the poor. Democratization, they argue, is most likely when inequality is moderate, since the tax rate preferred by the median voter would then be lower than if the poor are much worse off than the rich. The implication for internal conflict is that revolutions will be more frequent in inequal societies, since the elites have a stronger incentive to resist democratization.

Boix (2003) adds the concept of ‘asset specificity’ to this. If the assets that the rich control are in the form of land or other resources that cannot be moved out of the country, the poor will be able to impose radical taxes if they get to control the tax rate (either through democratic institutions or through a successful revolution). If most of the wealth is in the form of financial capital, a larger fraction of it is ‘safe’ from taxation, and democratization is less threatening. Revolutions, then, will also be less frequent where capital is mobile, since the poor can more easily obtain the maximum redistribution they can hope for by means of democratization than through revolution. Moreover, where lootable assets are predominant, rebel groups have incentives to stage limited campaigns not to entirely take over the government, but to secure access to profitable natural resources.
Higher costs to violence in densely interacting societies

Interstate conflict has become increasingly rare since the end of World War II. Russett and Oneal (2001) highlight the importance of the expansion of interstate trade for this decline. As noted by Rosecrance (1986), however, the emergent predominance of ‘trading states’ is partly a function of economic development. Just as countries become more dependent on trade with other countries and thereby more reluctant to use violence against them, the incentives to use organized violence against other groups is likely to change when groups engage more frequently in economic exchange. Economic exchange has a dual effect, according to Rosecrance. Trade becomes a more cost-effective way of getting access to resources and reduces the benefit of obtaining political control over territories by means of force. At the same time, trade relationships require a minimum of confidence that trading partners mutually respect property rights, so that considerable ‘reputation costs’ add to the financial and human costs of warfare.

Indirect effect through political institutions

A couple of studies (Hegre, 2003; Collier and Rohner, 2008) find that the relationship between poverty and the risk of armed conflict is contingent on the political system of a country. This runs counter to the argument that development mainly works through its effect on financial sustainability. Hegre (2003) finds that increased economic development only reduces the risk of armed conflict in democracies. In non-democracies, development does not change the risk of conflict. This regularity should be seen in conjunction with the fact that that ‘the more well-to-do a nation, the greater the chances that it will sustain democracy’ (Lipset, 1959, 75). At least up to the last decade or two, very few poor countries have had stable, well-functioning democratic political systems. Perhaps reflecting the limited capacity for political action among impoverished citizens, pressures for political liberalization is typically weak in poor countries. In middle-income countries, on the other hand, autocratic leaders face much more forceful demands for democratization. As recently seen in Syria and Libya, such demands sometimes escalate into large-scale armed conflict. In autocracies, then, the conflict-reducing effect of of development through the strengthening of the state apparatus is offset by the conflicts due to political demands. In consolidated democracies where most citizens support the political system, stronger states and more complex economies effectively reduce the opportunities and incentives for armed conflict.

This finding sets some of the previous explanations in a new light. The opportunities for rebellion and military state capacity explanations are somewhat weakened, since they should not be contingent on the design of the political system. Grievance-related explanations, on the other hand, are strengthened if demands for democratization is what drives the contingent relationship. The counter-argument posed by the collective action problem may be less important here, since middle-income populations typically are better educated and networks of interaction are denser, helping the opposition to solve collective action problems.
Education and the cognitive ability to maintain peaceful relations

I noted that Thyne (2006) found education to decrease the risk of civil conflict, controlling for other aspects of socio-economic development. Pinker (2011, 172) argues that education and the wide dissemination of literature following the invention of the printing press helped set off the ‘humanitarian revolution’. With literacy, ‘[t]he pokey little world of village and clan, accessible through the five senses and informed by a single content provider, the church, gave way to a phantasmagoria of people, places, cultures, and ideas.’ This lead to a widening of the ‘empathy circle’; the group of people whose interests people value as they value their own. Moreover, Pinker argues that reason is another of the ‘better angels of our nature’ (in addition to empathy) that explains the decline in violence. Reason helps individuals to control themselves, but also help ‘integrative complexity’ (Suedfeld and Tetlock, 1977) – the degree to which political discourse acknowledges multiple points of view, tradeoffs or compromises between them, and refer to higher principles or systems. Integrative complexity is negatively related to violence, and positively to education. Moreover, reason is clearly related to education, and a factor that has changed sufficiently quickly and systematically to qualify as an explanation of declining trends of violence globally as well as differences between various regions of the world.

4 Conflict-poverty traps – how bleak is the future?

It is clear from the previous sections that conflict and poverty are endogenous to each other. Poverty is among the most important structural conditions that facilitate internal armed conflict (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004; Fearon and Laitin, 2003; Hegre and Sambanis, 2006). The detrimental effect of conflict on the economy, then, increases the risk of continued or renewed conflict. The changes to the structure of the economy – away from capital-based production to natural resource extraction, further increase the vulnerability to conflict and to more authoritarian politics (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004; Boix, 2003). Collier et al. (2003) argues that about a fifth of the world’s countries are caught in a ‘conflict trap’ where intermittent fighting effectively prevents countries from escaping the poverty that facilitates conflict. Collier et al. (2003, 111) estimates that by 2050, only about 10% of 50 or so ‘marginalized countries’ will have been able to escape the trap.

It is hard to quantify precisely how strong the trap is, but Figure 1 above indicated that it is less impossible to escape the conflict trap than indicated by Collier et al. (2003). Most conflict countries are found in the bottom left in the figure. Conflict countries such as Afghanistan, Liberia, and Burundi were poor in the 1960s and have reduced infant mortality by much less than comparable countries. However, even Afghanistan and Somalia have clearly lower infant mortality rates in 2009 than in 1965. Some war countries, such as Laos, Nicaragua, and Colombia have reduced poverty at a quicker rate than comparable countries.

Figure 4 shows another simulation of future global conflict, based on Hegre et al. (forthcoming). The upper line represents the proportion of the world’s countries expected to be in an armed conflict as defined above. Up to 2011, the line reflects observed conflict. From 2012, it shows predicted conflicts. The lower
Figure 4: Past and predicted global proportion of countries in internal armed conflict, 1970–2050

The line plots the proportion in major conflicts with at least 1,000 annual battle-related deaths. The simulation is based on a statistical model of the historical relationship between armed conflict incidence and a set of predictors, including development indicators such as infant mortality rate, education levels, and demographic composition. The predictions are based on simulating changes into and out of conflict according to the estimates for this model, but using UN and IIASA forecasts (United Nations, 2007; Samir et al., 2010) for these variables as input variables.

Since the UN and the IIASA project continued improvements to these development variables, the simulations indicate a significant decline in the global incidence of conflict. In 2011, 17% of the countries of the world had a minor or major conflict. In 2050, this proportion will be reduced to less than half of that figure, according to the predictions in Hegre et al. (forthcoming).

The projected decline is particularly strong in the Middle East/North Africa (MENA) and South and Central Asia regions. Over the past couple of decades, these regions have had more conflict than expected from these predictors. Moreover, all three development variables are projected to decrease in these regions. For instance, in the MENA region, the proportion of population without secondary education was about 30% in 1995 and will be less than 15% in 2050. Given this development, this study suggests that the proportion of countries in conflict will decline from about 20% to about 6% over the next 40 years.

Figures 1 and 4 indicate that the conflict-dampening effect of development on conflict on average is stronger than the effect of conflict on development. Countries will not find themselves in perennial conflict traps if there are sufficiently strong exogenous factors that can pull them out. Such exogenous factors

---

9 That is, 17% of the 169 countries for which sufficient data exist.
obviously exist, both for the conflict side and the development side of the equation.

Several studies, for instance, find a substantial effect of UN peace-keeping operations on the risk of conflict recurrence (Doyle and Sambanis, 2000; Fortna, 2004; Gilligan and Sergenti, 2008; Hegre, Hultman and Nygård, 2011). Even if UN PKOs are unable to completely prevent fighting, the dampening effect may be strong enough for countries to slowly grow out of the trap. Global and regional hegemons also have the potential to prevent armed conflicts.

Several factors also affect development independently of domestic conflicts. Global and regional economic growth stimulates growth and affects incentives even in fairly marginalized countries – the growth of China and India is eventually bound to affect Myanmar, for instance. International development assistance is another exogenous source of growth (to the extent that it is effective).

To some extent, conflict propensity and development are both response to deeper societal changes, such as changes in norms regarding the use of violence, a general increase in the valuation of human lives, and the willingness to invest resources that improve the livelihood of a population. Finally, changes in international norms affect both the incentives for using physical force for political purposes and the legitimacy of governments that neglect to provide minimal public goods for their populations.

5 Conclusion and future research agendas

This chapter has reviewed the existing literature on the reciprocal relationship between conflict and development, broadly defined.

Although the correlation between the two is clear and well-documented, several questions remain unanswered. Reflecting the diverse nature of the development concept, several indicators have been used to capture it – GDP per capita, energy consumption per capita, infant mortality rates, life expectancy, education levels; importance of primary commodities in economy, or urbanization. The various indicators are associated to varying extents with different theoretical mechanisms through which conflict and development affect each other. The availability of several indicators in principle promises an ability for researchers to distinguish statistically between different explanations. In practice, however, this is difficult since indicators are highly correlated, mechanisms rarely operate in isolation from each other, and a multitude of idiosyncratic features of how particular social groups interact ensure that statistical studies always have to live with most of the variance in behavior unexplained. Distinguishing between various explanations should figure high on future research agendas.

A promising avenue may be to continue to move away from the country-level studies that form the bulk of the empirical studies reviewed here. Good qualititative case studies that critically address the theoretical mechanisms posited in more general studies will be helpful, spelling the various incentives and conditions out for the relevant groups.

Another important set of research questions is to identify the factors that helps countries breaking out
of conflict traps. For instance, can development assistance targeted at education slowly alter the situation in countries where intense conflict inhibits any short-term, investment-based growth? This review indicates this is the case, but existing studies do not give conclusive answers.

Although poverty-conflict traps certainly exist, some recent studies allow this review to cautiously end on a fairly optimistic note. It is well known that the world lives in a time of unprecedented material abundance. A large minority enjoys luxuries that previously were reserved extremely narrow elites, such as artificial lightning, 40-hour work weeks, and fruit and spices imported from the other side of the globe. An unprecedented proportion of mankind have escaped from dire poverty. Only over the last 50 years, infant mortality rates have been reduced by 50–75% in most countries. Less recognized is the argument that the world has seen a equally dramatic decline in armed conflict (and in violence in general. This decline is amply documented in Gat (2006), Pinker (2011), and Goldstein (2011). This review indicates that these two processes are inter-related, and that we can expect future trends in conflict that reflect the likely future trends in development.
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